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Abstract

Containment design is a challenge for a nuclear engineer. It should
be demonstrated within a frame of an example. The containment
described here is of the type pressure suppression system for use
in a boiling water reactor. It consists of a prestressed concrete
structure for the pressure boundary and a steel liner for the leak
tightness barrier.

Because of the complexity of the design due to the multiple tasks
which have to be considered, a numerous of typical characteristics
of a containment design are gathered. Among these, the following
examples should be mentioned;

- Accorr.odation of the loss of coolant accident loads such as
pressure build-up, dynamic pressure pulses during the condensation
phases, missile forces, jet forces etc.

-.
- Accomodation of externals loads, such as earth quakes, air craft
crashes, pressure build up outside containment etc.

- Provisions for heat sink, hydrogen control, control of radiation
products etc.
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Containment concepts, design perfornance and
; special applications

Introduction

The containment system is one of the most important safety

feature of a nuclear power plant. It includes the containment

structure, the containment heat removal system , the combustible

gas control system, the containment isolation system and the

containment leakage system. Other systems not directly

associated with the containment work together to keep

accident consequences below regulations. Such systems are

the fast shut down system , the emergency core cooling system

and the reactor building ventilation system.

This presentation describes merely the containment structure.

To demonstrate the varions tasks of a containment design the

example of a pressure suppression system for a 1300 MWe boiling

water reactor is chosen.

Containment design objectives

The containment shall have the capability to maintain its

functional integrity during and following a loss of coolant

accident. The containment in combination with other accident

mitigation systems, shall limit fission product leakage during

and following the postulated design basis accident to values

less than leakage rates which would result in offsite doses -

greater than ihose set forth in pertaining regulations. In

the Federal Republic of Germany the dose rate limits amounts

to 5 r.em for whole body and 15 rem for thyroid.

The layout of the containment should be made in a way that

- for normal operation the accessibility for repair,

maintainance and inspection should be granted

- for post accident conditions the removal of fuel

assemblies from the reactor core should be possible.
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The containment principles

One can distinguish between the material which is used for

construction, that means steel containment or concrete

containment with steel liner, and between the functional

design, that means dry containments or wet containments

respectively pressure suppression systems.

In the case of a dry containment all the energy released by

the leak of the primary reactor system is stored inside the

containment atmosphere. In the long time range the pressure

will be drecreased by containment heat removal system , for

example by a spray system .

In the case of a pressure suppression system,heat sinks are

provided inside the containment (normally water, in some

occasions ice is also used) so that in the short time range

the energy Is absorbed and . the pressure is kept low.

Containment description (figure l)

The containment described here isi, as most of the BWR's, of

the pressure suppression type. The containment is subdivided

in two chambers, the pressure chambisr (or dry well) and the

condensation chamber (or wet well). The pressure chamber

contains the reactor pressure vessel and the connecting

pipings. The condensation chamber is partly filled with water.

Downcomer tubes submerged into the water form the flow path

from the pressure chamber to the condensation chamber. In

the case of a loss-of-coolant-accident pressure will be built

up in the pressure chamber due to the discharge of steam/water

from the broken pipe. The pressure produces a flow to the air

space of the condensation chamber via the submerged down-

comer tubes. During its way through the water the condensible

parts of the air/steam-mixture condenses. The pressure buildup

therefore is relatively small with a short duration.

As a second effect, parts of the fission products are trapped

within the water.
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The pressure boundary of the containment consists of a

cylindrical prestressad concrete structure with a flat

head and bottom. The bottom is a part of the foundation

slab of the reactor building. A 8 nun thick liner provides

the necessary leak tightness of about 1 VoljS/d. The

functions namely pressure boundary and leak tightness are

therefore separated and carried by differnt structures.

The subdivision into pressure chamber and condensation

chamber occurs through an internal reinforced concrete

cylinder closed at the top by an annular slab in reinforced

concrete.

The pressure chamber includes the primary reactor system

till the isolation valves of the steam/feedwater lines.

This includes also the recirculation pumps, the control rod

drives and the reactor water cleanup system. The pressure

chamber consists of the upper annular space above the con-

densation chamber, the space inside and outside the bio-

logical shield terminated by the inner wall of the con-

densation chamber and the control rod drive compartment.

The upper annular space accomodates the main process pipeworks.

These pipeworks lines are routed from the reactor pressure

vessel to the outer containment wall without passing through

the condensation chamber. The lines are separated from each

other and protected against pipe whip by restrains or by

concrete walls.

The annular space between biological shield and inner wall

of the condensation chamber ist occupied by the reactor water

cleanup system.

The control rod drive compartment is at the bottom of the

pressure chamber. It accomodates the control rod drives, the

recirculation pumps and the handling machine for these com-

ponents.

The reactor rests on a skirt carried by the biological

shield. The weight is transmitted directly to the foundation

slab.
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Any intermediate size steam line rupture

Any intermediate size liquid line rupture

5.1 Maximum pressure build up (figure 2)

This case is derived from a complete rupture of a feed water

line where an emergency core cooling system line is attached.

Prom the one broken end the energy of the primary reactor

system escapes, from the other broken end cooled water from

the wet well will be poored in to the dry well via the

emergency core cooling system. The water level inside the

• lower compartment of the dry well rises until it reaches

the point where it flows back in to the wet well through

downcomers. The wet well is therefor not cooled until this

dry well space is filled with water. This results in the

maximum wet well temperatur which adds the partial steam

pressure to the pressure created of the non condensible

gases which collects in the wet well air space.

This results in a maximum calculated pressure of 3,3 bar

whereas the design pressure is 4,3 bar. The margin between

both values is provided for a factor of 1,15 which is

prescribed by the German authorities and for some uncertainties

like volume change, water level change etc.

5.2 Maximum pressure difference between drywell and wetwell

Following a pipe break, the drywell.pressure increases

rapidly due to the injection of the break flow. The peak

pressure difference between drywell and wetwell occurs during

the downcomer tube clearing phase. Following, the water spill

out, the drywell pressure decreases as the break flow

decreases.

The break which yields the highest energy flow per unit time

is the governed accident for the pressure difference. This

corresponds to the sudden break of the main steam line which

results in a maximum calculated.pressure difference of 1,4 bar.

A design value of 2 bar is used in order to preserve additional

safety margin (among others, for a factor of 1,15 given by the

regulatory authorities).
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5«3 Jet forces and pipe whip restrains

In the case of a sudden pipe break a jet of the high pressure

medium may impinge the containment structure. Also the broken

ends of the pipe may hit another line whose integrity must

be guaranteed. The first load must be designed into the

containment's capability. To avoid the second occurence,

special pipe whip restrains are provided which are attached

to the containment structure.

A sudden break of a main steam line of about 600 mm diameter

will result in a jet force of 3 MN. The dynamik response

of the containment structure may add another factor of about 1,

to this load. Furthermore the impinged containment wall shape

may also increase the load if the spreading of the flow is

hindered.

The pipe whip restrains prevents excess motion of the broken

line without constraining for normal operation. The tolerances

needed for the normal pipe movement result in the other hand in

an acceleration of the pipe before hidding the restrains

structure. The corresponding momentum results in a dynamic

load factor of approximately 2. Therefor a typical load for

pipe whip restrains for the main steam line is 6 MN.

Dynamic loads due to operation of the pressure relief system

The pressure relief system connects the primary reactor system

with the water content of the wetwell. In the case of an operatic

of the relief/safety - Valves the primary steam will be dumped

directly into the water and will condense there.

After opening of the valve, the air trapped inside the pipe

between valve and water surface will be compressed and expelled.

The air bubble compression and expansion in the water results in

a sinusoidal load of typical 1,8 bar amplitude in a frequency

range of 2 -~8 Hz.

After the initial opening of the valve condensation of the

steam will take place in the water of the wetwell. A special

hole type nozzle is used for steam distribution. Despite this

a certain pulsation of the condensatic i occurs with a typical ;

sinusoidal load of 0,25 bar in a frequency range up to 30 Hz.
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5.5 Dynamic load due to operation of the downcoraer tubes in the

case of a loss of coolant accident

The downconier tubes form the connection between the dry well.

«nd the wet well. Due to its submergan.ee into the water, the

condensible parts of the air-steam-water-mixture will be

condensed. One can subdivide this process into three phases.

In the first phase compressed air (ca. 2 bar) will be drived

into the water and creates a water swell. The hight of the

water swell amounts to about 6 m. Any structure which could

be hidden by the water swell should be avoided. If it is not

possible, an impingement force of about k bar over the cross

section of the structure should be employed. The other structure

belov normal water level experience a drag force of about 1 bar

over the cross section.

In the second phase a air-steam-mixture will enter the wet

well. The experiments show a rather sinusoidal oscillation

with ca. 1 bar amplitude and frequencies up to 8 Hz.

In the third phase only steam will be condensed in the wet

well water volume at rather low mass flow density. It is

observed that periodical steam bubble ejection will occur.

. This phenomenon results in sharp pressure peaks with short

duration. Dependent on the response of the containment structure,

a static load of 1,5 to 3 bar may hid the containment walls in

the water region of the wet well.

5.6 Temperatur load during loss of coolant accident

The maximum temperatur inside the dry well arises in the case

of a small steam line break. This is due to the fact that the

duration of the blow down is longer than for a complete break.

Steam line breaks give a higher temperature than liquid line

breaks, because the constant enthalpy depressurization of

high pressure saturated steam will result in superheated

conditions. The temperatur will reach l8o°C and will last

for about 1/2 hour.
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5.7 Missiles forces

2n those regions of the containment where a missile may hit

the steel liner of the containment a protective concrete

layer is placed upon. Potential missiles are for example

valve internals. . .

Analysis using the NDRC-relationship have shown that a

thickness of 15 cm concrete is adequate. A very conservative*

approach shows a static load due to the impact of about 8 MN,

The static load is derived with the assumption of a solid

missile and a solid wall behavior besides the local impact

spot.

5.8 Other loads

Besides the loads resulting from a loss of coolant accident

inside the containment other loads must be also taken into

account. In the case of a pipe break outside the containment

a certain pressure build up in the reactor building occurs.

The analysis have shown that in the case of a break of the

main steam line 1 bar differential pressure to the contain-

ment atmosphere will exist. The containment is designed to

withstand this external pressure.

Other external events such us erthquake, chemical explosion

and air craft crash impose vibration to the reactor building

and containment structure. The containment has to be designed

to withstand such loads. No superposition with loss of coolant

accident conditions is required in Germany. Because all primary

system lines are designed to withstand these events, no

- additinial breaik assumption is postulated. -

6. Other containment systems (figure 3)

In order to remove energy from the containment a special

operation mode of the emergency core cooling system is used.

This system, consisting of pumps and heat exchangers takes

auction from the wet well and gives the cooled water flow

back either in reactor pressure vessel (where it flows back
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through the primary leak) or directly in the wet well.

The combustible gas control system is used to keep the

hydrogen content below flammable limits. This occurs through

suction and recombination outside the containment and back

flow.

The containment isolation system works upon a loss of coolant

accident signal. All penetrating lines will be closed but

those used for emergency core cooling purposes. 2 valves are

employed in each penetrating line .

The containmentaccess (locks, hatches, ventilation ducts)

possess movable parts which must be closed in a LOCA.

Each movable part has 2 sealings with the possibility of

suction between them. This is done by the containment leakage

system which pumps the leakage flow back to the containment

atmosphere.
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